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Commonly referenced variables

i90 Earlier you said there was one child in //your/PERSON FROM SCR_NAME’s// family. What is that child’s first name, nickname, or initials?

i90a Please tell me how old //PERSON FROM i90// was on (his/her) last birthday.

i95 Last week was //PERSON FROM i90// covered by health insurance or some other type of health care plan?

J96 Last week, was //PERSON FROM i90//’s health insurance coverage the same as //your/PERSON FROM SCR_NAME’s// insurance coverage that you told me about earlier?

J96a Confirms same coverage as adult.

J100c Is //PERSON FROM i90// covered by MEDICAID, the State of Ohio government health care assistance program or managed health care plan that includes Healthy Families, Healthy Start, regional.
**Post-Processing Instructions:**

Key questions required to be considered complete: *i90, i95, i95a, ((J100c) or (K96))

If the only selection to J100g1 is “08”/CASH BENEFITS OR “09”/COBRA, then force J100g=“02”.

Set CSHCN = 0;

- If L126c (k2q12) = 1 then CSHCN = 1;
- If L126f (k2q15) = 1 then CSHCN = 1;
- If L126i (k2q18) = 1 then CSHCN = 1;
- If L126l (k2q21) = 1 then CSHCN = 1;
- If L126n (k2q23) = 1 then CSHCN = 1;

If (G71 = 01) AND (i90b = 01, 02, 08, 10, 11), then force P151 = 01.

If (H76 = 01 AND H76a = 01) AND (i90b = 01, 02, 08, 10, 11), then force P151 = 01.
SECTION I: SCREENING QUESTIONS FOR ELIGIBLE CHILD

//PROGRAMMER: TURN OF PRIOR TIMERS. PLEASE START TIMER FOR SECTION I//
{SECTIONTIME_SECS_TIMESTART = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION S START TIME}

PREPi90. The next questions focus on the health insurance coverage and health status of one child in your home.

Pi90  //ASK IF S13=01// Earlier you said there was one child in //your/PERSON FROM SCR_NAME’s// family. What is that child’s first name, nickname, or initials?

//ASK IF S13=02-97// We would now like to identify the child in //your/PERSON FROM SCR_NAME’s// family, age 18 or younger, who had the most recent birthday. What is that child’s first name, nickname, or initials?

[ENTER F4-REFUSED IF RESPONDENT REFUSES CHILD’S NAME]

[INTERVIEWER HELP SCREEN: IF NECESSSARY: I'm going to use this information to help make the questions I ask you more friendly and conversational, and it won't be reported with any of the data or results.]

[INTERVIEWER HELP SCREEN: INTERVIEWER NOTE: BE SURE TO RECORD THE PERSON’S NAME, NICKNAME, OR INITIALS - NOT JUST RELATIONSHIP]

[INTERVIEWER HELP SCREEN: INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF THE RESPONDENT SAYS THAT TWINS, TRIPLETS, QUADRUPLETS ETC, HAD THE MOST RECENT BIRTHDAY, SAY “Consider their order of birth, and tell me about the child who was born last.”]

01  //TEXT RANGE=25// ENTER NAME, NICKNAME, OR INITIALS

66  (SKIP TO REFUSAL) TERMINATE INTERVIEW

98  (USE “the child” FOR NAME, SKIP TO P148) DK

99  (USE “the child” FOR NAME, SKIP TO P148) REFUSED TO GIVE NAME

i90  //PI90 = 01, 98, 99//

REFUSAL  //ASK IF PI90 = 66 THEN ASK//

Your responses are very important. The sponsors need //your/your household’s// input to make health care policy decisions that may help you and your family.

[IF NECESSARY: You may call the State of Ohio at 1-888-643-7787, or RTI at 1-855-500-1438 if you have questions or concerns about the survey.]

01  (GO BACK TO PI90) CONTINUE

99  (SUSPEND and RECALL) REFUSED

P148  //ASK IF PI90 = 1,98, 99//
What is //PERSON FROM i90//’s gender?

01  MALE
02  FEMALE
99  REFUSED

i90a  //PI90 = 01, 98, 99//

Please tell me how old //PERSON FROM i90// was on (his/her) last birthday.

00  LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01–18  CODE ACTUAL AGE IN YEARS
98  DK/NOT SURE
99  REFUSED

i90b  //PI90 = 01, 98, 99//

What is //your//PERSON FROM S1’s// relationship to //PERSON FROM i90//?

01  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s MOTHER
02  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s FATHER
03  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s GRANDPARENT
04  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s AUNT/UNCLE
05  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s BROTHER/SISTER
06  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s OTHER RELATIVE
07  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s LEGAL GUARDIAN
08  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s FOSTER PARENT
09  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s OTHER NON-RELATIVE
10  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s STEP-MOTHER
11  PERSON IS //PERSON FROM i90//’s STEP-FATHER
97  OTHER
98  DK
99  REFUSED

i90c  //ASK IF I90B = 97//

How would you describe //your//PERSON FROM S1’s// relationship to //PERSON FROM i90//?

01  //TEXT RANGE=70//  RESPONSE:___________________________

i91a  //PI90 = 01, 98, 99 AND CALLTYPE ≠ 2//

I would now like to speak to the adult in this household who best knows about //PERSON FROM i90//’s health insurance coverage and health status. Is that you, or a different person?

[IF NECESSARY: We are also interested in experiences of children who do not have health insurance.]
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT SAYS NOBODY IN THE HOUSEHOLD IS WELL INFORMED, ASK WHO IN THE HOUSEHOLD IS MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE.]

01 DIFFERENT PERSON
02 (SKIP TO i95) PERSON ON PHONE IS THE ONE WHO IS MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT THE CHILD’S INSURANCE COVERAGE

98 (FORCE CALLBACK) DK
99 (FORCE CALLBACK) REFUSED

I91B //ASK IF I91A=01//
What is that person’s first name?

[BE SURE TO RECORD THE PERSON’S NAME, NICKNAME, OR INITIALS NOT JUST RELATIONSHIP]

[IF NECESSARY: Names will not be reported with any of the data or results. You do not need to provide a name if you feel uncomfortable, a nickname or initials would be fine.]

01 //TEXT RANGE=25// RESPONSE:___________________________
98 (SKIP TO PAR3) DK
99 (SKIP TO PAR3) REFUSED

i91c //ASK IF i91a=01//
Is //PERSON FROM PI91B// available?

01 YES
02 (FORCE CALLBACK) NO

66 (SKIP TO PAR3) CHILD PROXY NOT IN HH
98 (FORCE CALLBACK) DK
99 (FORCE CALLBACK) REFUSED

i91d //ASK IF i91c=01//
Thank you for your time and participation. The rest of the questions we have are about //PERSON FROM i90//. May I speak to //PERSON FROM PI91B// now please?

01 YES
02 (FORCE CALLBACK) NO

98 (FORCE CALLBACK) DK
99 (FORCE CALLBACK) REFUSED

i92 //ASK IF i91d=01//
Hello, my name is __________________[INTERVIEWER SAY FIRST AND LAST NAME], and I am calling on behalf of the State of Ohio. We are conducting a survey on health insurance coverage and access to health care. This call may be monitored or recorded for quality assurance.
[IF NECESSARY: We are conducting a survey on health insurance coverage, use of medical services, satisfaction with health care and problems getting health care. The survey’s sponsors are the State of Ohio.]

(IF Pi90 = 98 OR 99: We are asking about the child with the most recent birthday in //PERSON FROM S1’s// family.)

(IF Pi90 ≠ 98 OR 99)We have identified //PERSON FROM i90// as the eligible child in your family and would like to ask you some questions about //PERSON FROM i90’s// health insurance coverage and care.

01 CONTINUE

99 (SKIP TO CHREFUSAL) REFUSED

Before we begin, the State of Ohio would like me to tell you that the interview will last approximately 6 minutes, your participation is voluntary, you do not have to answer any question you do not want to, and everything you say will be kept confidential.

PAR3. //ASK IF i91b = 98, 99 or i91c = 66//

Would you be able to answer just 1 to 3 of the most important questions before we end?

[IF RESPONDENT HESITATES: There are just a few key questions that would help the State of Ohio asses how many children have health care coverage and how it affects their lives. Your responses to just these few questions are very important to the state.]

01 CONTINUE

99 (SKIP TO CHREFUSAL) REFUSED TO CONTINUE

//ASK i95, i95a ((J100c) OR (K96)) THEN IF PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT THE RECORD BECOMING A COMPLETE, CODE AS COMPLETE//

i95 //ASK IF (CALLTYPE = 1 AND i91a=02 or i92=01) OR IF (CALLTYPE=2)//

(If PAR3 = 01: These next few questions ask about some general information related to //PERSON FROM i90//’s health insurance coverage.)

Last week was //PERSON FROM i90// covered by health insurance or some other type of health care plan?

01 (SKIP TO J96) YES

02 NO

98 DK

99 REFUSED
i95a  //ASK IF I95 ≠01://
Health insurance or some other type of health care plan may include health insurance obtained through employment or purchased directly as well as Government and military programs such as Medicare, Medicaid, Healthy Start, Healthy Families, TRICARE or CHAMP-VA. Keeping this in mind, last week was //PERSON FROM i90// covered by health insurance or some other type of health care plan?

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO K96) NO
98 (SKIP TO L125) DK
99 (SKIP TO L125) REFUSED

HELP SCREEN
Healthy Families: OH Medicaid’s health coverage for low-income children & parents
Medicaid: State government health coverage for low-income persons.
Medicare: Federal government health coverage for those 65 and older or with certain disabilities

//IF INTERVIEW TERMINATES ANYTIME AFTER i95a AND BEFORE J100c OR K96//
PAR4. Would you be able to answer just 1 or 2 of the most important questions before we end?

[IF RESPONDENT HESITATES: There are just a few key questions that would help the state of Ohio assess how many children have health care coverage and how it affects their lives. Your response to just these few questions is very important to the state.]

01 CONTINUE
99 (SKIP TO CHREFUSAL) REFUSED TO CONTINUE

{SECTIONTIME_SECS_TIMEEND = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION S END TIME.
SECTIONTIME_SECS_TIMETOTAL = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION S TOTAL TIME
SECTIONTIME_SECS_COMPLETION = ADMIN VARIABLE NOTING IF SECTION S COMPLETED}

//ASK ((J100C) OR (K96)), THEN IF PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT THE RECORD BECOMING A COMPLETE, CODE AS PARTIAL COMPLETE//
SECTION J: CHILD’S INSURANCE COVERAGE
//PROGRAMMER: TURN OFF PRIOR TIMERS. PLEASE START TIMER FOR SECTION J.//
{SECTIONTIME_SECJ_TIMESTART = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION J START TIME}

PREJ1. The next questions focus on //PERSON FROM i90’s// health insurance coverage.

J96 //ASK IF ((A1 = 01 or A1A = 01) AND (i95=01 or i95a = 01))//
Last week, was //PERSON FROM i90//’s health insurance coverage the same as //your/PERSON FROM SCR_NAME’s//health insurance coverage that you told me about earlier?

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO PREJ100a) NO
98 (SKIP TO PREJ100a) DK
99 (SKIP TO PREJ100a) REFUSED

J96a //ASK IF J96=01//
So, the health insurance coverage that //PERSON FROM i90// has //LIST HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE TYPES BASED ON RESPONSES OF YES TO B4A, B4B, B4C, B4D, B4E, B4F OR B4G// and it has the same benefits and covers the same services as for //you/PERSON FROM SCR_NAME//, and //PERSON FROM i90// does not have any other health insurance coverage. Is this correct?

01 (SKIP TO J113) YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

PREJ100A //ASK IF J96=2, 98, 99 OR IF J96a=02,98,99 OR ((if i95=1 or i95a=1) and J96a is missing)//
I would like to now ask you some more specific questions about //PERSON FROM i90//’s health insurance coverage.

J100a Is //PERSON FROM i90// covered by a health insurance plan through someone’s current or former employer or union?

[IF NECESSARY: Include COBRA]
[IF NECESSARY: Do not include Medicare or Medicaid coverage.]

01 YES, COVERED BY A HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN THROUGH CURRENT/FORMER EMPLOYER OR UNION
02 NO, NOT COVERED
98 DK
99 REFUSED

J100b //ASK IF PI90 = 1, 98, 99 AND I95a ≠ 2, 98, 99 AND J96a ≠ 1//
Is //PERSON FROM i90// covered by Medicare, the Federal government-funded health insurance plan for people 65 years and older or persons with certain disabilities.
[INTERVIEWER HELP SCREEN - Medicare: Federal government health coverage for those 65 and older or with certain disabilities.]

[IF RESPONDENT IS UNSURE ABOUT THE MEANING OF ‘COVERED’: ‘//Is PERSON FROM i90// enrolled in the program now?’ or ‘//Does PERSON FROM i90// get health care from one of these plans?’]

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

J100bcon  //ASK IF J100b = 01//
Just to confirm, you said that //PERSON FROM i90// is covered by Medicare, the Federal government-funded insurance plan for people 65 years and older or persons with certain disabilities. Is that correct or did I make a mistake?

01 CORRECT, CHILD IS COVERED BY MEDICARE
02 INCORRECT, CHILD IS NOT COVERED BY MEDICARE
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//PROGRAMMER – THIS VARIABLE SHOULD BE CALCULATED FROM PRIOR RESPONSES
// CALCULATE J100B_R=J100B. IF J100BCON≠BLANK J100B_R≠J100BCON//

J100c  //ASK IF PI90 = 1, 98, 99 AND I95A ≠ 2, 98, 99 AND J96A≠1//
Is //PERSON FROM i90// covered by Medicaid, the State of Ohio government health care assistance program or managed health care plan that includes Healthy Families, Healthy Start  //INSERT REGION PLAN LIST FROM BELOW BASED ON S9//?

//PROGRAMMER: SEE GLOBAL REFERENCES TO DETERMINE S9’S REGION//

//if S9 > 175, then restore: // CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or Medicaid waiver programs?
//if S9 in Central, then restore: // CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or Medicaid waiver programs?
//if S9 in East Central, then restore: // Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, or Medicaid waiver programs?
//if S9 in NorthEast, then restore: // Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, WellCare, or Medicaid waiver programs?
//if S9 in NorthEast Central, then restore:// Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, or Medicaid waiver programs?
//if S9 in NorthWest, then restore:// Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, Paramount Advantage or Medicaid waiver programs?
//if S9 in SouthEast, then restore:// CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or Medicaid waiver programs?
//if S9 in SouthWest, then restore:// AMERIGROUP Community Care, Buckeye Community Health Plan, CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or Medicaid waiver programs?
//if S9 in West Central, then restore://Amerigroup community care, CareSource, Molina Healthcare, or Medicaid waiver programs?
[IF NECESSARY, Medicaid is a state program that pays for medical insurance for certain individuals and families with low incomes and resources.]

[IF NECESSARY, Medicaid also includes Ohio Works First Cash Assistance and Medicaid for the Aged, Blind and Disabled. Medicaid waiver programs include, Level One, Individual Options or IO Waiver, Ohio Home Care Waiver, and Transitions.]

[IF RESPONDENT IS UNSURE ABOUT THE MEANING OF ‘COVERED’: ‘//Is PERSON FROM i90// enrolled in the program now?’ Or ‘//Does PERSON FROM i90// get health care from one of these plans?’]

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

HELP SCREEN

Disability Assistance: insurance or cash benefits against loss because of an accident or illness.
Healthy Families: OH Medicaid’s health coverage for low-income children & parents
Healthy Start: Medicaid expansion program to provide free and low cost health coverage to pregnant women and children
Medicaid: Ohio government health coverage for low-income persons.
Medicaid Waiver Programs: provide community services to those who would otherwise be institutionalized, such as in a nursing home.

J100Ca //ASK IF J100C=1//
Which Medicaid plan is //PERSON FROM i90//covered by?

(IF NECESSARY, Is it Healthy Families, Healthy Start, Medicaid for the Aged, Blind and Disabled //INSERT REGION PLAN LIST FROM BELOW BASED ON S9//, or something else?)

ALLOW UP TO 2 RESPONSES SINCE BOTH PLAN AND PROGRAM NAME CAN BE GIVEN.

01 HEALTHY FAMILIES
02 HEALTHY START
03 MEDICAID FOR THE AGED, BLIND AND DISABLED
10 AMERIGROUP COMMUNITY CARE
11 BUCKEYE COMMUNITY HEALTH PLAN
12 CARESOURCE
13 MOLINA HEALTHCARE
14 PARAMOUNT ADVANTAGE
15 UNITED HEALTH PLAN
16 WELLCARE

97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

J100Ca //ASK IF J100Ca=97//
/TEXT RANGE=70/ NAME OF PROGRAM/PLAN:____________________________

J100d //ASK IF PI90 = 1, 98, 99 AND I95a ≠ 2, 98, 99 AND J96a ≠ 1 //
Is //PERSON FROM i90// covered by Military or Veterans coverage, such as TRICARE?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

J100e //ASK IF PI90 = 1, 98, 99 AND I95a ≠ 2, 98, 99 AND J96a ≠ 1 //
Is //PERSON FROM i90// covered by health insurance purchased directly, that is, a private plan not related to someone’s current or past employment?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

J100f //ASK IF PI90 = 1, 98, 99 AND I95a ≠ 2, 98, 99 AND J96a ≠ 1 //
Is //PERSON FROM i90// covered by the Bureau for Children with Medical Handicaps (BCMH) or any other state sponsored or public health insurance program that I have not mentioned?

[IF NECESSARY, BCMH stands for: Bureau for Children with Medical Handicaps. The purpose of the program is to promote the early identification of children with medically handicapping conditions. The mission of the program is to assure that children with special health care needs and their families obtain care that is family centered, comprehensive, culturally sensitive, and community based.]

[PROBE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS A PROGRAM YOU ALREADY ASKED ABOUT: That sounds like a plan I asked you about before. //Do you/Does person in s1// have any other health care coverage that I did not mention earlier? GO BACK AND CHANGE ANSWERS AS NECESSARY.]

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO J100g) NO
98 (SKIP TO J100g) DK
99 (SKIP TO J100g) REFUSED
[INTERVIEWER: THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN RECORDED:]
//IF J100A = “01” THEN RESTORE:// HEALTH PLAN THROUGH EMPLOYER
//IF J100B = “01” THEN RESTORE:// MEDICARE (65+ & DISABILITIES)
//IF J100C = “01” THEN RESTORE:// MEDICAID (GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM)
//IF J100D = “01” THEN RESTORE:// MILITARY/VETERANS COVERAGE (E.G. TRICARE)
//IF J100E = “01” THEN RESTORE:// DIRECT PURCHASE INSURANCE PLAN

NJ100f1  //ASK IF J100f=01//
What is the name of that program?

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT SAYS CARE SOURCE, HEALTHY START, HEALTHY FAMILIES, JOB & FAMILY SERVICES, CODE J100f AS 02 MEDICAID.]

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR ANYTHING THAT MIGHT IDENTIFY THE PROGRAM AND CODE VERBATIM]

01 BUREAU FOR CHILDREN WITH MEDICAL HANDICAPS (BCMH)
02 MEDICAID (INCLUDES CARE SOURCE, HEALTHY START, & HEALTHY FAMILY, JOB & FAMILY SERVICES)
97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

J100f1  //ASK IF NJ100f1 = 97//

/TEXT RANGE=70/ NAME OF PROGRAM:____________________________

HELP SCREEN

Accidental, disability, or life insurance: insurance or cash benefits against loss through accidental bodily injury, disability through an accident or illness, or upon death of the insured.
Cancer Insurance: a benefit in the event they are diagnosed with cancer, typically covering hospital expenses or cash benefits
COBRA: opportunity from an employer to temporarily continue their health care coverage if it would otherwise end because of termination, divorce, or no longer a dependent of the person insured
Dental: an insurance benefit specifically for the health of the teeth (surgery, dental exams..)
Long term care: a range of services provided by a medical staff, such as personal care and skilled nursing, for people with chronic diseases or with a long-term disability
Medical, HMO, or PPO: any type of insurance plan that covers expenses for a range of different health needs or problems that require the attention of a doctor or other professional staff.
Supplemental: a health care plan purchased in addition to another health plan to improve benefits they already receive or aren’t covered.
Nursing home insurance: financial support in the event they need to go to a nursing home.
Vision: an insurance benefit specifically for the health of the eyes (glasses, eye exams, surgery.)

J100g  Does //PERSON FROM i90// have any other health care coverage that I have not mentioned?
[INTERVIEWER: THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN RECORDED:]  
//IF J100A = “01” THEN RESTORE:// HEALTH PLAN THROUGH EMPLOYER  
//IF J100B = “01” THEN RESTORE:// MEDICARE (65+ & DISABILITIES)  
//IF J100C = “01” THEN RESTORE:// MEDICAID (GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM)  
//IF J100D = “01” THEN RESTORE:// MILITARY/VETERANS COVERAGE (E.G. TRICARE)  
//IF J100E = “01” THEN RESTORE:// DIRECT PURCHASE INSURANCE PLAN  
//IF J100F = “01” THEN RESTORE:// STATE-SPONSORED (//RESTORE J100F1//)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>(SKIP TO J100chk) NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>(SKIP TO J100chk) DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>(SKIP TO J100chk) REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

J100g1 What type of coverage is that?  

[IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ONLY ACCIDENT, DISABILITY, LIFE, OR ANY OTHER INSURANCE THAT PAYS CASH BENEFITS RATHER THAN MEDICAL EXPENSES, RECODE TO “J100g =02”]  
ALLOW UP TO 3 RESPONSES  

[PROBE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS A PROGRAM YOU ALREADY ASKED ABOUT: That sounds like a plan I asked you about before. //Do you/Does person in s1// have any other health care coverage that I did not mention earlier? GO BACK AND CHANGE ANSWERS AS NECESSARY.]  

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>MEDICAL, HMO, or PPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>SUPPLEMENTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>DENTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>VISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>MENTAL HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>CANCER INSURANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>HEARING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>ACCIDENT, DISABILITY, LIFE, OR ANY INSURANCE THAT PAYS CASH BENEFITS AND NOT MEDICAL EXPENSES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>COBRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

//IF THE ONLY SELECTION TO J100G IS “08”/CASH BENEFITS OR “09”/COBRA, THEN RECODE J100G=“02” AND SKIP TO J100CHK.  
IF THE ONLY SELECTIONS TO J100G ARE “08”/CASH BENEFITS AND “09”/COBRA, THEN RECODE J100A=“01”, RECODE J100G=“02” AND SKIP TO J100CHK.//
HELP SCREEN

**Accidental, disability, or life insurance:** insurance or cash benefits against loss through accidental bodily injury, disability through an accident or illness, or upon death of the insured.

**Cancer Insurance:** a benefit in the event they are diagnosed with cancer, typically covering hospital expenses or cash benefits

**COBRA:** opportunity from an employer to temporarily continue their health care coverage if it would otherwise end because of termination, divorce, or no longer a dependent of the person insured

**Dental:** an insurance benefit specifically for the health of the teeth (surgery, dental exams..)

**Long term care:** a range of services provided by a medical staff, such as personal care and skilled nursing, for people with chronic diseases or with a long-term disability

**Medical, HMO, or PPO:** any type of insurance plan that covers expenses for a range of different health needs or problems that require the attention of a doctor or other professional staff.

**Supplemental:** a health care plan purchased in addition to another health plan to improve benefits they already receive or aren’t covered.

**Nursing home insurance:** financial support in the event they need to go to a nursing home.

**Vision:** an insurance benefit specifically for the health of the eyes (glasses, eye exams, surgery.)

---

J100g1a //IF J100g1 = 97 THEN ASK://

What type of coverage is that?

[INTERVIEWER: SPECIFY “OTHER” RESPONSE FROM PREVIOUS QUESTION]

01 //TEXT RANGE=270// RECORD NON-LISTED RESPONSE: ________________

98 DK

99 REFUSED

J100h  Who pays for most of this health insurance plan – is it //you/PERSON FROM S1// or //your/his/her// family, an employer or union, a state or local government or community program, or someone else?

01 //YOU /PERSON IN S1// OR FAMILY

02 EMPLOYER OR UNION

03 STATE, LOCAL, OR COMMUNITY PROGRAM

04 SOMEONE ELSE

98 DK

99 REFUSED

J100chk  //J100A-G HAS MORE THAN ONE “01” RESPONSE THEN ASK://

To confirm, you said //PERSON FROM i90// is covered by

//If J100a = “01” then restore:// a health insurance plan through an employer or union,

//If J100b = “01” then restore:// Medicare,

//If J100c = “01” then restore:// a Medicaid program,

//If J100d = “01” then restore:// Military or Veterans coverage such as TRICARE,

//If J100e = “01” then restore:// a private health insurance plan purchased directly,

//If J100f = “01” then restore:// (/J100f1//), which is a public health insurance program,

//If J100g = “01” then restore:// // J100g1// // J100g1a//.
Is that correct?

01 YES
02 (RESET TO J100a) NO
98 (RESET TO J100a) DK
99 (RESET TO J100a) REFUSED

AFTER A SECOND TIME, PLEASE DO NOT REPEAT THE SERIES A 3RD TIME. CONTINUE ON TO NEXT QUESTION.

//IF (J96 = 01 & J96a = 01) THEN GO TO J113.//

J105
Do any of //PERSON FROM i90’s// current insurance plans cover:

[INTERVIEWER: READ INTRODUCTION FIRST TIME AND THEN AS NEEDED]

J105a. //ASK IF ((J96 = 02, 98 OR 99) OR IF (J96a = 02, 98 OR 99) OR IF (A1A = 02, 98 OR 99) OR IF (I91A = 01)) AND PI90 = 1, 98, 99 AND I95A ≠ 2, 98, 99//

RANDOMLY ROTATE ORDER BETWEEN DENTAL AND VISION

Dental care other than emergency care?
[IF NECESSARY, This includes any coverage for these services even if it is from a separate health plan.]

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

Vision care?
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: This includes any coverage for these services even if it is from a separate health plan]

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

J113 //ASK IF I95=01 OR I95a=01//
How long has //PERSON FROM i90// been covered by (his/her) current primary health insurance plan?

[IF NECESSARY, Your best guess is fine.]
J113_value _________  J113_unit _________ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS/YEARS)

998  DK
999  REFUSED

CREATE VARIABLE J113DAYS:

IF J113_UNIT = DAYS, THEN J113DAYS = J113_VALUE
IF J113_UNIT = WEEKS, THEN J113DAYS = (J113_VALUE * 7)
IF J113_UNIT = MONTHS, THEN J113DAYS = (J113_VALUE * 30)
IF J113_UNIT = YEARS, THEN J113DAYS = (J113_VALUE * 365)
IF J113 = 998, THEN J113DAYS = 998
IF J113 = 999, THEN J113DAYS = 999

// IF [(J113days < 360) OR (J113DAYS = 998, 999)], ASK J116b.
ELSE, SKIP TO J124b. //

POST J113 (ASK IF J113days <360 AND i90a = 0)

Has //NAME FROM i90// been covered by this insurance since (he/she) was born?

01  Yes ( SKIP TO J124b)
02  No

98  DK
99  REF

PREJ116b. Next I’m going to ask more specific questions about //PERSON FROM i90’s// prior insurance coverage.

J116b //ASK IF [(1<=J113days) OR (J113DAYS = 998, 999)]//

Just prior to //PERSON FROM i90’s// current health insurance coverage, was //he/she// covered by any health insurance plan?

01  YES
02  (AUTOCODE J120 = “01”) NO

98  DK
99  REFUSED

J117 //ASK IF ((J116b = 01) AND ( (J100c = 02,98,99) OR (J96A = 01 AND B4c_R = 02,98,99)) )
AND [(1<=J113days < 360) OR (J113DAYS = 998, 999)]  //

Just prior to //PERSON FROM i90’s// current health insurance coverage was //he/she// covered by the State of Ohio program Medicaid, which includes Healthy Families, Healthy Start; or Medicaid waiver programs?

[IF NECESSARY, Medicaid also includes Ohio Works First Cash Assistance and Medicaid for the Aged, Blind and Disabled. Medicaid waiver programs include, Level One, Individual Options or IO Waiver, Ohio Home Care Waiver, and Transitions.]
NJ117a //IF CODE “01” IN J117, ASK//:

Why does //PERSON FROM i90// no longer have this coverage?

[INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONSE IS "No longer qualify", "Do not need anymore", ASK “Why do you no longer (qualify/need) this coverage?".]  [IF RESPONSE IS TOO GENERAL, ASK: “Can you please tell me why that means the child no longer has coverage?”]  [WHEN R FINISHES, ASK "Are there any other reasons?” ASK UNTIL RESPONDENT SAYS "No" or "DK".]

ALLOW UP TO 12 RESPONSES

01 EARN TOO MUCH MONEY (SUCH AS NEW JOB THAT PAYS MORE MONEY)
02 OBTAINED OTHER COVERAGE (SUCH AS NEW/BETTER JOB WITH BENEFITS, COMPANY CHANGED TO NEW PLAN ETC.)
03 NO LONGER DISABLED OR DO NOT QUALIFY AS DISABLED.
04 DO NOT RECEIVE WELFARE/CASH ASSISTANCE/ADC/TANF
05 OTHER REASON (EXPIRATION OF BENEFITS, CHANGE IN AGE, CHANGE IN MARITAL STATUS, PREGANCY STATUS, CUSTODY, LIVING ARRANGMENTS)
06 NOT SURE WHY
07 DO NOT NEED ANYMORE- IN GOOD HEALTH
08 DO NOT NEED ANYMORE
09 PAPERWORK DELAY OR PROBLEMS
10 WAITING TO BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR COVERAGE
11 DO NOT WANT TO GO THROUGH APPLICATION PROCESS AGAIN
97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED
//IF NJ117a = 97, THEN ASK NJ117ao. ELSE SKIP TO J120//.

NJ117ao  //ASK IF NJ117a = 97//

01  //TEXT RANGE=270// RESPONSE:___________________________

J117b  //ASK IF (J117 = 02, 98 OR 99) OR (J100c = 01) OR (J96a = 01 AND B4C_R = 01) AND [(1<=J113DAYS < 360) OR (J113DAYS = 998, 999)]//

Just prior to //PERSON FROM i90//’s current health insurance coverage, was //he/she// covered by a health insurance plan obtained through someone’s employment or union?

01  (SKIP TO J120)  YES
02  NO
98  DK
99  REFUSED

J117b1.  //ASK IF J117b=02, 98,99//

What was the main reason //PERSON FROM i90//’s previous health insurance ended?

01  PARENT LOST JOB OR CHANGED EMPLOYERS
02  PARENT GOT DIVORCED/ SEPARATED/DEATH OF SPOUSE
03  EMPLOYER STOPPED OFFERING INSURANCE
04  EMPLOYER DID NOT OFFER HEALTH INSURANCE/NOT ELIGIBLE FOR COVERAGE THROUGH EMPLOYER
05  INSURANCE TOO EXPENSIVE/ CAN NOT AFFORD THE PREMIUM
06  TOO MUCH PAPERWORK/HASSLE
97  OTHER
98  DK
99  REFUSED

J117b1o  //IF J117b1 = 97, THEN ASK J117b1o.//

01  //TEXT RANGE=270// RESPONSE:___________________________

J117c  //ASK IF J117b=02, 98, 99//

Was //PERSON FROM i90// covered by any other insurance that you or your family paid for completely?

01  YES
02  NO
98  DK
99  REFUSED

J120  //ASK IF ((I95=01 OR I95A=01)) [(1<=J113DAYS < 360) OR (J113DAYS = 998, 999)]//
PROGRAMMER – J116B=02 WILL BE AUTOCODED HERE AS A 01 AND SHOULD NOT BE ASKED THIS QUESTION.//
Was there any time //since birth/in the past 12 months// that //PERSON FROM i90// did not have health insurance?

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO J124b) NO
98 (SKIP TO J124b) DK
99 (SKIP TO J124b) REFUSED

J122 //ASK IF J120=01 OR (IF J116b = 02, 98 or 99)///
//Since birth, how long has PERSON FROM i90 been/During the past 12 months, how long was PERSON FROM i90/, without health insurance coverage?

[READ IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.]

J122_value _________ J122_unit __________ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)

000 NEVER
998 DK
999 REFUSED

CREATE VARIABLE J122DAYS:

IF J122_UNIT = DAYS, THEN J122DAYS = J122_VALUE
IF J122_UNIT = WEEKS, THEN J122DAYS = (J122.VALUE * 7)
IF J122_UNIT = MONTHS, THEN J122DAYS = (J122.VALUE * 30)
IF J122 = 998, THEN J122DAYS = 998
IF J122 = 999, THEN J122DAYS = 999
IF J122 = 000, THEN RECODE J120 = 02. GO TO J124b

J124a //ASK IF J120 = 01://
//Since birth, has/During the past 12 months, did// any of the following things happen to //PERSON FROM i90//while (he/she) was uninsured?

/RANDOMLY ROTATE A, B, & C/

[INTERVIEWER: READ INTRODUCTION FIRST TIME AND THEN AS NEEDED]

A Did //PERSON FROM i90// have any major medical costs while (he/she) was uninsured?
[B] [INTERVIEWER: RESPONDENT SHOULD DEFINE WHAT THEY CONSIDER A “MAJOR MEDICAL COST”]

B Did you or your family delay or avoid getting care for //PERSON FROM i90// because (he/she) was uninsured?
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.]
C Did you or your family have any problems getting the care //PERSON FROM i90// needed while (he/she) was uninsured?
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.]

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//ALL IN J124a, SKIP TO L125 //

J124B //ASK IF (J113DAYS >= 360) OR (J120 = 02, 98, 99) OR POSTJ113 = 01//

//Since birth, has any/During the past 12 months, did any// of the following things happen to //PERSON FROM i90//?

/RANDOMLY ROTATE A, B, & C/

[INTERVIEWER: READ INTRODUCTION FIRST TIME AND THEN AS NEEDED]

A Did //PERSON FROM i90// have any major medical costs
[IF NECESSARY: including co pays]
[INTERVIEWER: RESPONDENT SHOULD DEFINE WHAT THEY CONSIDER A “MAJOR MEDICAL COST”]

B Did you or your family delay or avoid getting care for //PERSON FROM i90// that you felt (she/he) needed but could NOT afford?
[IF NECESSARY: include delays because of health plan approval]
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.]

C Did you or your family have any problems getting needed care for //PERSON FROM i90//?
[IF NECESSARY: include delays because of health plan approval]
[IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.]

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//ALL IN J124b, SKIP TO L125//

{SECTIONTIME_SECJ_TIMEEND = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION J END TIME.
 SECTIONTIME_SECJ_TIMETOTAL = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION J TOTAL TIME
 SECTIONTIME_SECJ_COMPLETION = ADMIN VARIABLE NOTING IF SECTION J COMPLETED}
SECTION K: CHILD CURRENTLY UNINSURED

//PROGRAMMER: TURN OFF PRIOR TIMERS. PLEASE START TIMER FOR SECTION K.//
{SECTIONTIME_SECK_TIMESTART = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION K START TIME}

PREK96. Next I would like to ask more specific questions about //PERSON FROM i90’s// current insurance status.

K96 //ASK IF i95a=02//
At any time //since birth, has PERSON FROM i90 been/ during the past 12 months, was PERSON FROM i90/, covered by any type of health insurance plan?

01 YES
02 NO (SKIP TO K103)
98 DK (SKIP TO K103)
99 REFUSED (SKIP TO K103)

//ASK K96, THEN IF PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT THE RECORD BECOMING A COMPLETE, CODE AS COMPLETE//

K97 When was the last time //PERSON FROM i90// had health insurance?

[IF NECESSARY, Your best guess is fine.]

K97_value __________ K97_unit __________ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)

000 NEVER
998 DK
999 REFUSED

CREATE VARIABLE K97DAYS:

IF K97_UNIT = DAYS, THEN K97DAYS = K97_VALUE
IF K97_UNIT = WEEKS, THEN K97DAYS = (K97_VALUE * 7)
IF K97_UNIT = MONTHS, THEN K97DAYS = (K97_VALUE * 30)
IF K97 = 998, THEN K97DAYS = 998
IF K97 = 999, THEN K97DAYS = 999
IF K97 = 000, THEN K97DAYS = (i90a * 365)

//IF (C1 = “02”, “98”, “99”) OR (I91a= “01”) THEN SKIP TO K99. OTHERWISE CONTINUE.//

K98 //IF (C1 = “01”) AND (I91a = “02”) THEN ASK//: Was //PERSON FROM i90/”s most recent health insurance coverage the same as //yours/PERSON FROM S1’s//, that is did /he/she// have the same insurance coverage that you told me about earlier?
01  YES
02  (SKIP TO K99)  NO
98  (SKIP TO K99)  DK
99  (SKIP TO K99)  REFUSED

K98a  //IF (C3 = “01”) OR (C4 = “01”) OR (C5 = “01”) THEN ASK://
So, the health insurance coverage that //PERSON FROM i90// had was

//If C3 = “01” then restore:// Medicaid which includes Healthy Families, Healthy Start, or Medicaid
waiver programs

//If C4 = “01” then restore:// A plan obtained through an employer or union

//If C5 = “01” then restore:// Insurance that //you/PERSON FROM S1// or //your/his/her// family
paid for completely

//If C3 = “01” then restore:// [IF NECESSARY, Medicaid also includes Ohio Works First Cash
Assistance and Medicaid for the Aged, Blind and Disabled.  Medicaid waiver programs include, Level
One, Individual Options or IO Waiver, Ohio Home Care Waiver, and Transitions.]

01  (SKIP TO NK99a)  YES
02  NO
98  DK
99  REFUSED

K99  //IF (K98 = “02”, “98”, “99”) OR (C1 = “02”, “98”, “99”) OR (I91A = “01”) OR (K98A="02",
“98” OR “99”, THEN ASK://

The last time //PERSON FROM i90// had insurance, was //he/she// covered by Medicaid, which
includes Healthy Families, Healthy Start; or Medicaid waiver programs?

[IF NECESSARY, Medicaid also includes Ohio Works First Cash Assistance and Medicaid for the
Aged, Blind and Disabled.  Medicaid waiver programs include, Level One, Individual Options or IO
Waiver, Ohio Home Care Waiver, and Transitions.]
If (K99 = “01”) OR (K98a = “01” and C3 = “01”) THEN CONTINUE, ELSE SKIP TO K99B

NK99A Why does //PERSON FROM i90// no longer have this coverage?

[Interviewer: IF RESPONSE IS "No longer qualify", "Do not need anymore", ASK "Why do you no longer (qualify/need) this coverage?". [IF RESPONSE IS TOO GENERAL, ASK: "Can you please tell me why that means the child no longer have coverage?"] [WHEN R FINISHES, ASK "Are there any other reasons?" ASK UNTIL RESPONDENT SAYS "No" or "DK"].]

01 EARN TOO MUCH MONEY (SUCH AS NEW JOB THAT PAYS MORE MONEY)
02 OBTAINED OTHER COVERAGE (SUCH AS NEW/BETTER JOB WITH BENEFITS, COMPANY CHANGED TO NEW PLAN ETC.)
03 DO NOT RECEIVE WELFARE/CASH ASSISTANCE/ADC/TANF
04 NO LONGER DISABLED OR DO NOT QUALIFY AS DISABLED.
05 NOT SURE WHY
06 DO NOT NEED ANYMORE
07 DO NOT WANT TO GO THROUGH APPLICATION PROCESS AGAIN
08 DO NOT NEED ANYMORE - IN GOOD HEALTH
09 WAITING TO BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR COVERAGE
11 PAPERWORK DELAY OR PROBLEMS
97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//IF NK99A=97, GO TO K99A. ELSE, GO TO K124//
K99A

01 /TEXT RANGE=270/________________________________________________________

K99b //IF (K99=”02”, “98”, “99”) OR (K98= “01” AND C3= “02”, “98”, “99”), THEN ASK K99b//

Did anyone try to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start for //PERSON FROM i90// //since (his/her) birth// during the past 12 months//.
K99b1 How difficult was it to complete the Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start application? Would you say…

01 Very difficult
02 Somewhat difficult, or
03 Not at all difficult

98 DK
99 REFUSED

K99b2 Overall, how would you rate your experience applying for Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start? Would you say…

01 Excellent
02 Very good
03 Good
04 Fair, or
05 Poor

98 DK
99 REFUSED

NK99c Why was /PERSON FROM i90/ unable to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start?

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONSE IS TOO GENERAL, THEN ASK: "Can you please tell me why that means the child was unable to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start?"]

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: When respondent finishes, probe with "Are there any other reasons?" Keep probing until respondent says "No" or "DK".]

01 EARN TOO MUCH MONEY (SUCH AS NEW JOB THAT PAYS MORE MONEY)
02 ALREADY HAVE INSURANCE
03 PARENT WORKING
04 APPLICATION IN PROCESS/WAITING FOR APPLICATION
05 APPLICATION DENIED/REFUSED/DIDN’T QUALIFY

97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//IF NK99c = 97, GO TO K99c. ELSE SKIP TO K100/

K99c //IF NK99c = 97, GO TO K99c.//

01 /TEXT RANGE=270/ __________________________________________________

//SKIP TO K100.//

NK99d //IF CODE “02” IN K99b, ASK://:

Why didn't anyone try to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start coverage for //PERSON FROM i90//?

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: When respondent finishes, probe with "Are there any other reasons?" Keep probing until respondent says "No" or "DK".]

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONSE IS TOO GENERAL, THEN ASK: "Can you please tell me why that means no one tried to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start for the child?"]

01 CHILD ALREADY HAS INSURANCE
02 CHILD DOES NOT NEED THE COVERAGE
03 EARN TOO MUCH MONEY (SUCH AS NEW JOB THAT PAYS MORE MONEY)
04 DIDN’T THINK CHILD WAS ELIGIBLE OR QUALIFIED
05 DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT IT/NEVER HEARD OF IT
06 APPLICATION PROCESS TOO INVOLVED/HASSLE/TOO INTRUSIVE
07 CHILD WAS PREVIOUSLY TURNED DOWN
08 ANTICIPATE OBTAINING ADDITIONAL COVERAGE / FINDING ANOTHER JOB
09 APPLICATION IN PROCESS

97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//IF NK99d = 97, GO TO NK99do. ELSE, GO TO K100.//

NK99do //IF NK99d = 97, GO TO NK99do.//

01 /TEXT RANGE=270/ __________________________________________________

K100 //IF CODE “01” IN K98 THEN SKIP TO K124//

//IF CODE ‘02, 98, 99’ IN K99 ASK://:
The last time //PERSON FROM i90// had health insurance, was //he/she// covered by a health insurance plan obtained through someone’s employment or union?

01  (SKIP TO K124)  YES
02  NO
98  DK
99  REFUSED

K101 Was //PERSON FROM i90// covered by any other insurance that //you//PERSON FROM S1// or //your/his/her// family paid for completely?

01  YES
02  NO
98  DK
99  REFUSED

K103 //IF K96 = “02”, “98”, “99” THEN ASK//: When was the last time //PERSON FROM i90// had health care coverage?

[IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.]

K103_value __________  K103_unit __________ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)

000  NEVER
998  DK
999  REFUSED

CREATE VARIABLE K103DAYS:

IF K103_Unit = DAYS, THEN K103DAYS = K103_VALUE
IF K103_Unit = WEEKS, THEN K103DAYS = (K103_VALUE * 7)
IF K103_Unit = MONTHS, THEN K103DAYS = (K103_VALUE * 30)
IF K103 = 998, THEN K103DAYS = 998
IF K103 = 999, THEN K103DAYS = 999
IF K103 = 000, THEN K103DAYS = (i90a *365)

//IF INTERVIEW TERMINATES AFTER THIS POINT AND PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT BECOMING A COMPLETE, CODE AS PARTIAL COMPLETE//

K104 Did anyone try to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start for //PERSON FROM i90// //since (his/her) birth/during the past 12 months//.

01  YES
02  (SKIP TO NK106)  NO
K104a  How difficult was it to complete Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start application? Would you say…

01  Very difficult
02  Somewhat difficult, or
03  Not at all difficult

98  DK
99  REFUSED

K104b  Overall, how would you rate your experience applying for Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start? Would you say…

01  Excellent
02  Very good
03  Good
04  Fair, or
05  Poor

98  DK
99  REFUSED

NK105  Why was //PERSON FROM i90// unable to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start?

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: WHEN RESPONDENT FINISHES, PROBE WITH "Are there any other reasons?" Keep probing until respondent says "No" or "DK".]

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONSE IS TOO GENERAL, THEN ASK: "Can you please tell me why that means the child was unable to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start?"]

01  EARN TOO MUCH MONEY (SUCH AS NEW JOB THAT PAYS MORE MONEY)
02  ALREADY HAVE INSURANCE
03  PARENT WORKING
04  APPLICATION IN PROCESS/WAITING FOR APPLICATION
05  APPLICATION DENIED/REFUSED/DIDN’T QUALIFY
97  OTHER

98  DK
99  REFUSED
RTI
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//IF NK105 = 97, GO TO NK105O. ELSE, SKIP TO NK123.//

01 /TEXT RANGE=270/ __________________________________________________

//ALL GO TO NK123.//

NK106 //IF CODE "02" IN K104 THEN ASK://

Why didn't anyone try to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start coverage for //PERSON FROM i90//

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: WHEN RESPONDENT FINISHES, PROBE WITH "Are there any other reasons?" Keep probing until respondent says "No" or "DK".]

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONSE IS TOO GENERAL, THEN ASK: "Can you please tell me why that means no one tried to get Medicaid, Healthy Families, or Healthy Start for the child?"]

01 CHILD ALREADY HAS INSURANCE
02 CHILD DOES NOT NEED THE COVERAGE
03 EARN TOO MUCH MONEY (SUCH AS NEW JOB THAT PAYS MORE MONEY)
04 DIDN’T THINK CHILD WAS ELIGIBLE OR QUALIFIED
05 DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT IT/NEVER HEARD OF IT
06 APPLICATION PROCESS TOO INVOLVED/HASSLE/TOO INTRUSIVE
07 CHILD WAS PREVIOUSLY TURNED DOWN
08 ANTICIPATE OBTAINING ADDITIONAL COVERAGE / FINDING ANOTHER JOB
09 APPLICATION IN PROCESS

97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//IF NK106 = 97, GO TO NK106O. ELSE, GO TO NK123.//

NK106 O

01 /TEXT RANGE=270/ __________________________________________________

//IF INTERVIEW TERMINATES AFTER THIS POINT AND PROTOCOL IS MET WITHOUT BECOMING A COMPLETE, CODE AS COMPLETE//

K124 //ASK IF i95a=02 //

Did any of the following things happen to //PERSON FROM i90// while (he/she) was uninsured //since (his/her) birth/during the past 12 months//?

(RANDOMLY ROTATE A, B, & C )
[INTERVIEWER: READ INTRODUCTION FIRST TIME AND THEN AS NEEDED]

A  Did //PERSON FROM i90// have any major medical costs while (he/she) was uninsured? [INTERVIEWER: RESPONDENT SHOULD DEFINE WHAT THEY CONSIDER A “MAJOR MEDICAL COST”]

B  Did you or your family delay or avoid getting care for //PERSON FROM i90// because (he/she) was uninsured? [IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.]

C  Did you or your family have any problems getting the care //PERSON FROM i90// needed while (he/she) uninsured? [IF NECESSARY: “Care” means any health care, including prescription drugs.]

01  YES
02  NO
98  DK
99  REFUSED

{SECTIONTIME_SECK_TIMEENDE = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION K END TIME.
SECTIONTIME_SECK_TIMETOTAL = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION K TOTAL TIME
SECTIONTIME_SECK_COMPLETION  = ADMIN VARIABLE NOTING IF SECTION K COMPLETED}
SECTION L: HEALTH STATUS OF CHILD
//PROGRAMMER: TURN OFF PRIOR TIMERS. PLEASE START TIMER FOR SECTION L.//
{SECTIONTIME_SECL_TIMESTART = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION L START TIME}

L125  //IF PI90 = 1,98, 99//
Now I would like to ask about //PERSON FROM i90’s// health.

In general, how would you describe //PERSON FROM i90’s// health? Would you say [his/her] health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?  (NSCH)

01      EXCELLENT  
02      VERY GOOD  
03      GOOD  
04      FAIR  
05      POOR  
98      DK  
99      REFUSED  

LAS13  //ASK IF i90a>4//
At the present time, would you say // PERSON FROM i90’s// eyesight, with glasses or contact lenses if he/she wears them, is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF PERSON FROM i90 IS BLIND, CODE AS POOR]

01      EXCELLENT  
02      VERY GOOD  
03      GOOD  
04      FAIR  
05      POOR  
98      DK  
99      REFUSED  

LAS14  //ASK IF i90a>2//
How would you describe the condition of //PERSON FROM i90’s// teeth now? Would you say they are...

01      Excellent  
02      Very Good  
03      Good  
04      Fair  
05      Poor  
98      DK  
99      REFUSED  

WIC_1 In the last 12 months, did //PERSON FROM i90// receive benefits from the WIC program, that is, the Women, Infants and Children program?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

[IF NECESSARY, WIC is short for the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children. This program provides food assistance and nutritional screening to low-income pregnant and postpartum women and their infants, as well as to low-income children up to age 5.]

BF1. Was //PERSON FROM i90// ever breastfed or fed breast milk?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

ASK IF BF1 = 01

BF2. How old was //PERSON FROM i90// when //he/she// completely stopped breastfeeding or being fed breast milk?

01 ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS __________
02 ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS
03 ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS __________
04 ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS __________
666 FOR STILL BREASTFEEDING
667 ___ENTER NUMBER [RANGE CHECK: CANNOT BE >I90A]

98 DK
99 REFUSED

Convert Months to Years __________

//IF i90a <6, SKIP TO TV_1//

PL125a1 //ASK IF i90a=6-18 YEARS//

How tall is //PERSON FROM i90’s// now?

[IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.]

(INTERVIEWER NOTE: DK/REF IS OK. DON’T PROBE)
01 ANSWERED IN FEET/INCHES \( PL125INC = \text{round down}(L125AP/100) \times 12 + L125AP\%100 \)
02 ANSWERED IN CENTIMETERS \( PL125INC = \text{round}(L125AC* 0.394) \)
98 DK
99 REFUSED

\( L125AP \) - ASK IF \( PL125A1 = 01 \)
//NUMERIC RANGE// \{300-805\}

\( L125AC \) - ASK IF \( PL125A1 = 02 \)
//NUMERIC RANGE// \{91-254\}

\( PL125a2 //ASK IF i90a=6-18 years// \)

How much does //PERSON FROM i90’s// weigh now?

[IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.]

(INTEVIEWER NOTE: DK/REF IS OK. DON’T PROBE)

01 ANSWERED IN POUNDS
02 ANSWERED IN KILOGRAMS
98 DK
99 REFUSED

\( L125A2P – ASK IF PL125A2 = 01 \)

//NUMERIC RANGE// \{25-500\} \{L125LBS = L125_01 \}

\( L125A2K – ASK IF PL125A2 = 02 \)

//NUMERIC RANGE// \{18-227\} \{L125LBS = L125_02 * 2.2\}

//ASK IF i90a = 6-18 years//

Ex_1 During the past week, on how many days did //PERSON FROM i90// exercise, play a sport, or participate in physical activity for at least 20 minutes that made [him/her] sweat and breathe hard?

00 NEVER
01-07 ___ NUMBER OF DAYS
96 CHILD UNABLE TO DO THIS TYPE OF ACTIVITY
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//ASK ALL//

TV_1 On an average weekday, about how much time does //PERSON FROM i90// usually watch T.V., watch videos, or play video games? Do not include television or video watching at school.

01 __________________ Enter Number
DO NOT OWN A TELEVISION, VIDEO PLAYER, OR VIDEO GAMES

TV_2 [RECORD PERIOD]

01 _____ Hours
02 _____ Minutes

ASK IF //PI90 = 1, 98, 99//

L126a

Does //PERSON FROM i90// currently need or use medicine prescribed by a doctor, other than vitamins?

[IF NEEDED: This only applies to medications prescribed by a doctor. Over-the-counter medications such as cold or headache medication, or other vitamins, minerals, or supplements purchased without a prescription are not included.]

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO L126d) NO
98 (SKIP TO L126d) DK
99 (SKIP TO L126d) REFUSED

L126b //ASK IF L126a=01//

Is //PERSON FROM i90// in need of prescription medicine because of any medical, behavioral, or other health condition?

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO L126d) NO
98 (SKIP TO L126d) DK
99 (SKIP TO L126d) REFUSED

L126c //ASK IF L126b=01//

Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last 12 months or longer?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
L126d  //ASK IF L126d=01//
Does // PERSON FROM i90// need or use more medical care, mental health, or educational services than is usual for most children of the same age?

01  YES
02  (SKIP TO L126g)  NO
98  (SKIP TO L126g)  DK
99  (SKIP TO L126g)  REFUSED

L126e  //ASK IF L126e=01//
Is // PERSON FROM i90// in need of medical care, mental health or educational services because of any medical, behavioral, or other health condition?

01  YES
02  (SKIP TO L126g)  NO
98  (SKIP TO L126g)  DK
99  (SKIP TO L126g)  REFUSED

L126f  //ASK IF L126f=01//
Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last 12 months or longer?

01  YES
02  NO
98  DK
99  REFUSED

ASK IF //PI90 = 1,98, 99//

L126g  //ASK IF L126g=01//
Is //PERSON FROM i90// limited or prevented in any way in [his/her] ability to do the things most children of the same age can do?

[IF NECESSARY, A child is limited or prevented when there are things the child can’t do as much or can’t do at all that most children of the same age can.]

01  YES
02  (SKIP TO L126j)  NO
98  (SKIP TO L126j)  DK
99  (SKIP TO L126j)  REFUSED

L126h  //ASK IF L126h=01//
Does //PERSON FROM i90// have any limitation in abilities because of any medical, behavioral, or other health condition?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>(SKIP TO L126j) NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L126i //ASK IF L126h=01//
Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last 12 months or longer?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L126h_2 //ASK IF L126h=01//
Is this condition related to a developmental disability//PERSON FROM i90// currently has?

[IF NECESSARY, Developmental disabilities are a diverse group of severe chronic conditions that are due to mental and/or physical impairments. People with developmental disabilities have problems with major life activities such as language, mobility, learning, self-help, and independent living. Developmental disabilities begin anytime during development up to 22 years of age and usually last throughout a person’s lifetime.]

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>(SKIP TO L126j) NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>(SKIP TO L126j) DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>(SKIP TO L126j) REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASK IF //PI90 = 1,98, 99//
PREL126j. The next questions are about health care needs of //PERSON FROM i90//.

L126j
Does //PERSON FROM i90// need or get special therapy, such as physical, occupational, or speech therapy?

[IF NECESSARY, Special therapy does not include psychological therapy or medical therapies such as chemotherapy.]

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>(SKIP TO L126m) NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>(SKIP TO L126m) DK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
99 (SKIP TO L126m) REFUSED

L126k //ASK IF L126j=01//

Is //PERSON FROM i90// in need for special therapy because of any medical, behavioral, or other health condition?

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO L126m) NO
98 (SKIP TO L126m) DK
99 (SKIP TO L126m) REFUSED

L126l //ASK IF L126k=01//

Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last 12 months or longer?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

ASK IF //PI90 = 1,98, 99//

L126m

Does //PERSON FROM i90// have any kind of emotional, developmental, or behavioral problem for which //he/she// needs treatment or counseling?

[IF NECESSARY, These are remedies, therapy, or guidance a child may receive for his/her emotional, developmental, or behavioral problem(s).]

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO LAS10) NO
98 (SKIP TO LAS10) DK
99 (SKIP TO LAS10) REFUSED

L126n //ASK IF L126m=01//

Has //PERSON FROM i90’s// emotional, developmental or behavioral problem lasted or is it expected to last 12 months or longer?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

LAS10 //IF (i90a > 3) AND (L126c = “01” or L126f = “01” or L126i = “01” or L126l = “01” or L126n = “01”) THEN ASK://

//if 3<i90a < 19 THEN RESTORE:// Compared to other //RESTORE I90A //-year-old children, would you say //he/she// experiences any difficulty taking care of //himself or herself//, for example, doing things like eating, dressing and bathing?
//ELSE [IF 90a = 98, 99, OR MISSING] RESTORE:// Compared to other children //his/her// age, would you say //he/she// experiences any difficulty taking care of //himself/herself//, for example, doing things like eating, dressing and bathing?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

LAS11 //IF (i90a > 3) AND (L126c = “01” or L126f = “01” or L126i = “01” or L126l = “01” or L126n = “01”) THEN ASK://
//IF 3 < i90a < 19 THEN RESTORE:// Compared to other //RESTORE i90a //year-old children, would you say //he/she// experiences any difficulty learning, understanding, or paying attention?
//ELSE [IF 90A = 98, 99, OR MISSING] RESTORE:// Compared to other children //his/her// age, would you say //he/she// experiences any difficulty learning, understanding, or paying attention?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

LAS12 //IF (i90a > 3) AND (L126c = “01” or L126f = “01” or L126i = “01” or L126l = “01” or L126n = “01”) THEN ASK://
//IF 3< i90a < 19 THEN RESTORE:// Compared to other //RESTORE i90a //year-old children, would you say //he/she// experiences any difficulty speaking, communicating, or being understood
//ELSE [IF 90a = 98, 99, OR MISSING] RESTORE:// Compared to other children //his/her// age, would you say //he/she// experiences any difficulty speaking, communicating, or being understood

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//IF L126g = 01, ASK RES1, RES2, RES3, RES4//
RES2
Did you or your family receive all the respite care that was needed?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//If RES2 = 02, ASK RES3//

RES3
Why did you or your family not get the respite care that was needed?

01 COST TOO MUCH
02 NO INSURANCE
03 HEALTH PLAN PROBLEM
04 CAN’T FIND A LOCATION WHO ACCEPTS CHILD’S INSURANCE
05 NOT AVAILABLE IN AREA/TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS
06 NOT CONVENIENT TIMES/ DID NOT KNOW WHERE TO GO
07 CHILD REFUSED TO GO
08 NO REFERRAL
09 LACK OF RESOURCES AT SCHOOL
10 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

RES4
Did you or your family get any respite care during the past 12 months?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

LAS1a
Has a doctor or other health professional ever told you that //PERSON FROM i90// has asthma?

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO LAS5) NO
98 (SKIP TO LAS5) DK
99 (SKIP TO LAS5) REFUSED

LAS1b
Does //PERSON FROM i90// currently have asthma?

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO LAS5) NO
98 (SKIP TO LAS5) DK
99 (SKIP TO LAS5) REFUSED

LAS5
Does //PERSON FROM i90// currently have diabetes or sugar diabetes?

[IF NECESSARY, Diabetes is a disease in which the body does not properly make or use insulin.]

01 YES
02 (SKIP TO LAS7) NO
98 (SKIP TO LAS7) DK
99 (SKIP TO LAS7) REFUSED

//ASK IF i90a ≤ 6 YEARS OF AGE//
LAS7 About how long has it been, if ever, since //PERSON FROM i90// was tested for LEAD, such as from paint?

[IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.]

LAS7_value _________ LAS7_unit _________ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)

000 NEVER
998 DK
999 REFUSED

CREATE VARIABLE LAS7DAYS:

IF LAS7_UNIT = DAYS, THEN LAS7DAYS = LAS7_VALUE
IF LAS7_UNIT = WEEKS, THEN LAS7DAYS = (LAS7_VALUE * 7)
IF LAS7_UNIT = MONTHS, THEN LAS7DAYS = (LAS7_VALUE * 30)
IF LAS7= 998, THEN LAS7DAYS = 998
IF LAS7= 999, THEN LAS7DAYS = 999
IF LAS7= 000, THEN LAS7DAYS = (i90a *365)

{SECTIONTIME_SECL_TIMEEND = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION L END TIME.
 SECTIONTIME_SECL_TIMETOTAL = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION L TOTAL TIME}
SECTIO NTIM E_SECL_COMPLETION = ADMIN VARIABLE NOTING IF SECTION L COMPLETED}
SECTION M: UTILIZATION AND QUALITY OF CHILD HEALTH CARE SERVICES
//PROGRAMMER: TURN OFF PRIOR TIMERS. PLEASE START TIMER FOR SECTION M.//
{SECTIONTIME_SECM_TIMESTART = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION M START TIME}

PREM131. I am now going to ask some questions about //PERSON from i90’s/ use of health care services.

ASK IF //PI90 = 1, 98, 99//
M131 Not including overnight hospital stays, visits to hospital emergency rooms, home visits, or telephone calls, about how long has it been since //PERSON FROM i90// last saw a doctor or other health care professional about (his/her) health?

[READ IF NECESSARY: Include either care for sickness or injury, or a general checkup.]

[READ IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine. About how long ago was //PERSON FROM i90’s// last visit to a doctor or health professional?]

M131_value _________ M131_unit __________ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS/YEARS)

000 NEVER
998 DK
999 REFUSED

CREATE VARIABLE M131DAYS:

IF M131_UNIT = DAYS, THEN M131DAYS = M131_VALUE
IF M131_UNIT = WEEKS, THEN M131DAYS = (M131_VALUE * 7)
IF M131_UNIT = MONTHS, THEN M131DAYS = (M131_VALUE * 30)
IF M131_UNIT = YEARS, THEN M131DAYS = (M131_VALUE * 365)
IF M131= 998, THEN M131DAYS = 998
IF M131= 999, THEN M131DAYS = 999
IF M131= 000, THEN M131DAYS = (i90a *365)

M131a //If M131=000 then ask M131a://
I want to make sure I have this right, //PERSON FROM i90// has never visited a doctor or any other health care professional in their offices for a routine check-up, physical, or for any reason?

01 CORRECT – NEVER BEEN TO A DOCTOR/ HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL. (GO TO M132)
02 CORRECT – HAVE BEEN TO A DOCTOR/HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL, BUT NOT IN THEIR OFFICE. (GO TO M132)
03 INCORRECT

98 DK
99 REFUSED

M130 //IF i90a = "00" THEN //Since his or her birth did //PERSON FROM i90// receive a well-baby checkup, that is a general checkup when (she/he) was not sick or injured?
// IF i90a ≠ "00" THEN //Since birth has PERSON FROM i90 received/During the past 12 months did PERSON FROM i90 receive// a well-child checkup, that is a general checkup when (she/he) was not sick or injured?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

M132 //Since birth/During the past 12 months//, how many times //has PERSON FROM i90 been/was PERSON FROM i90// admitted to a hospital for a stay that was overnight or longer?

[IF NECESSARY: I am asking you about the number of stays that were overnight or longer, not the number of nights //PERSON FROM i90// stayed in the hospital. For example, if the child has only been admitted to the hospital once for a 5 night long stay, the correct response would be “1 time”.]

[IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.]

00 NONE
01-12 (CODE ACTUAL VALUE)
13 MORE THAN 12
98 DK
99 REFUSED

ASK IF //PI90 = 1,98, 99//
M134 //Since birth/During the past 12 months//, how many times //has PERSON FROM i90 been/ was PERSON FROM i90// a patient in a hospital emergency room, include emergency room visits where (he/she) was admitted to the hospital?

[IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.]

00 NONE
01-20 (CODE ACTUAL VALUE)
21 MORE THAN 20
98 DK
99 REFUSED

M135 //ASK IF i90a > 00//
About how long has it been since //PERSON FROM i90// last visited a dentist? Include all types of dentists such as orthodontists, oral surgeons, and all other dental specialists as well as dental hygienists [HY-JEN-IST].

[IF NECESSARY: Your best guess is fine.]
M135_value ________ M135_unit __________ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS/YEARS)

000              NEVER
998              DK
999              REFUSED

CREATE VARIABLE M135DAYS:

IF M135_UNIT = DAYS, THEN M135DAYS = M135_VALUE
IF M135_UNIT = WEEKS, THEN M135DAYS = (M135_VALUE * 7)
IF M135_UNIT = MONTHS, THEN M135DAYS = (M135_VALUE * 30)
IF M135_UNIT = YEARS, THEN M135DAYS = (M135_VALUE * 365)
IF M135 = 998, THEN M135DAYS = 998
IF M135 = 999, THEN M135DAYS = 999
IF M135 = 000, THEN M135DAYS = (90a * 365)

{SECTIONTIME_SECM_TIMEEND = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION M END TIME.
 SECTIONTIME_SECM_TIMETOTAL = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION M TOTAL TIME
 SECTIONTIME_SECM_COMPLETION = ADMIN VARIABLE NOTING IF SECTION M COMPLETED}
SECTION N: ACCESS TO CARE FOR CHILD
//PROGRAMMER: TURN OFF PRIOR TIMERS. PLEASE START TIMER FOR SECTION N.//
{SECTIONTIME_SECN_TIMESTART = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION N START TIME}

PREN136. The next questions are about access to health care for //PERSON FROM i90//.

ASK IF //PI90 = 1,98, 99//
N136 Is there a place that //PERSON FROM i90// usually goes when he/she is sick or you need advice about (his/her) health? (CSHCN C4q0a)

01 YES
02 NO
03 YES, VOLUNTEERED THAT THERE IS MORE THAN ONE PLACE
98 DK
99 REFUSED

N136check //ASK IF N136=02//
Just to be sure, is it that there is no place at all that //PERSON FROM i90// usually goes to when sick or needing advice about health, or is it that //he/she// goes to more than one place?

01 NO PLACE AT ALL
02 (SKIP TO N137a2) MORE THAN ONE PLACE
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//IF (N136 = 002 AND N136check=01) ASK N137f.//
N137f. What is the main reason //PERSON FROM i90// does not have a usual source of care?
[INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT PROVIDES MORE THAN ONE REASON, ASK FOR MAIN REASON]
[INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONSE IS TOO GENERAL, THEN ASK: "Can you please tell me why that means //PERSON FROM i90// does not have a usual source of care?"]

01 SELDOM OR NEVER GET SICK
02 DON’T KNOW WHERE TO GO FOR CARE
03 PREVIOUS DOCTOR/SOURCE NO LONGER AVAILABLE
04 LIKE TO GO TO DIFFERENT PLACES FOR DIFFERENT HEALTH NEEDS
05 JUST CHANGED INSURANCE PLANS
06 DON’T USE OR LIKE DOCTORS/TREAT MYSELF
07 COST/TOO EXPENSIVE
08 NO INSURANCE
09 BOOKS/INTERNET/HOTLINE (GET NEEDED INFO FROM)
97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED
N137f_oth

01 /TEXT RANGE=270/ __________________________________________________

N136a //ASK IF N136 = 01/
What kind of place is it? A clinic or health center, a doctor’s office or HMO, a hospital emergency room, a hospital outpatient department, or some other place?

01 CLINIC OR HEALTH CENTER
02 DOCTOR’S OFFICE OR HMO
03 HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOM [SKIP PAST MEDICAL HOME QUESTIONS]
04 HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT
06 DOES NOT GO TO ONE PLACE MOST OFTEN [SKIP PAST MEDICAL HOME QUESTIONS]
97 SOME OTHER PLACE [SKIP PAST MEDICAL HOME QUESTIONS]
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//ASK IF N136 = 03, 98, 99 OR N136chek = 02 //
N137a2. What kind of place does //PERSON FROM i90// go to most often? Is it a clinic or health center, a doctor’s office, a hospital emergency room, a hospital outpatient department, or some other place?

[IF NECESSARY: Hospital Outpatient: a patient that does not stay overnight in the hospital where they are being treated.]

01 (SKIP TO N137b) DOCTOR’S OFFICE
02 (SKIP TO NN137e) HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOM
03 (SKIP TO N137b) HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT
04 (SKIP TO N137b) CLINIC OR HEALTH CENTER
05 (SKIP TO K4Q24) SCHOOL (NURSE’S OFFICE, ATHLETIC TRAINER’S OFFICE, ETC)
06 (SKIP TO K4Q24) FRIEND/RELATIVE
07 (SKIP TO N137a0th) SOME OTHER PLACE
08 (SKIP TO K4Q24) URGENT CARE CENTER
09 (SKIP TO K4Q24) DOES NOT GO TO ONE PLACE MOST OFTEN
98 (SKIP TO K4Q24) DK
99 (SKIP TO K4Q24) REFUSED

N137a0th //IF (N137a2 = 07) THEN ASK://
What kind of place does //PERSON FROM i90// go to most often?

/TEXT RANGE=270/ __________________________________________________
(SKIP TO K4Q24)

N137c //IF N137a2 = “02” OR N136a =03 THEN ASK://
What is the main reason //PERSON FROM i90// usually goes to the emergency room instead of a doctor’s office or clinic?

[Interviewer: If respondent provides more than one reason, ask for main reason]

[Interviewer: If response is too general, then ask: "Can you please tell me why that means //PERSON FROM i90// goes to the emergency room instead of a doctor’s office or clinic?"]

01  CAN’T AFFORD TO GO ELSEWHERE/THEY DON’T TURN ANYONE AWAY
02  DIDN’T KNOW WHERE ELSE TO GO
03  CONVENIENCE/DON’T NEED AN APPOINTMENT
04  BEST PLACE TO GET CARE FOR CONDITION
05  PREFERENCES/LIKES THIS AS USUAL SOURCE
06  NO REGULAR DOCTOR
97  OTHER
98  DK
99  REFUSED

// If N137e = 97, ask N137e_oth. Else, go to N137f.//

N137e_oth // If N137e = 97, ask N137e_oth.//

01  /TEXT RANGE=270/  __________________________________________

N137b  Ask if // N136a=1, 2, 4 or N137a2=01, 03, 04//
A personal doctor or nurse is a health professional who knows your child well and is familiar with your child’s health history. This can be a general doctor, a pediatrician, a specialist doctor, a nurse practitioner, or a physician’s assistant.

Do you have one or more persons you think of as //PERSON FROM i90’s// personal doctor or nurse?

[Interviewer note: If respondent sees a doctor and nurse in the same visit, code as 01]

01  YES, ONE PERSON
02  YES, MORE THAN ONE PERSON
03  NO
98  DK
99  REFUSED

// If N137b=03, 98, 99, skip to K4Q24//

PCMH_2 (If N137b=1 or 2)
//Since (his/her) birth/During the past 12 months//, how many days did you usually have to wait for an appointment from //PERSON FROM I90’s// provider when //he/she// needed care right away? Would you say the same day, 1 day, 2 to 3 days, 4 to 7 days, or more than 7 days.

[IF NECESSARY: PROVIDER IS CHILD’S PERSONAL DOCTOR OR NURSE]
[IF NECESSARY: IF PERSON SAYS CHILD HAS MORE THAN ONE PROVIDER, Respond “either provider”]

01 SAME DAY
02 1 DAY
03 2 TO 3 DAYS
04 4 TO 7 DAYS
05 OR MORE THAN 7 DAYS
06 DID NOT NEED CARE RIGHT AWAY

98 DK
99 REFUSED

(IF N137b=1 or 2)
PCMH_3. //Since (his/her) birth/During the past 12 months//, how often were you able to get the care //PERSON FROM I90// needed from //his/her// provider’s office during evenings, weekends, or holidays? Would you say never, sometimes, usually or always?

01 NEVER
02 SOMETIMES
03 USUALLY
04 ALWAYS
05 DID NOT NEED CARE RIGHT AWAY

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, PLEASE PROMPT RESPONDENT TO CONSIDER NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, OR HOLIDAYS AS A GROUP]

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: PLEASE CODE “DOES NOT HAVE NIGHT, WEEKENDS, OR HOLIDAY OFFICE HOURS” TO 01]

98 DK
99 REFUSED

(IF N137b=1 or 2)
PCMH_4. Some offices remind patients between visits about tests, treatment, or appointments. //Since (his/her) birth/During the past 12 months//, did you get any reminders about //PERSON FROM I90’S// care from //his/her// provider’s office between visits?

01 YES
02 NO
03 DK
Since (his/her) birth/During the past 12 months, did anyone in //PERSON FROM I90’S// provider’s office talk with you about specific goals for //his/her// health?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//If (n137b=1 or 2) and if (L126c = “01” or L126f = “01” or L126i = “01” or L126l = “01” or L126n = “01”) ask J108//

Since (his/her) birth/During the past 12 months was there, any time //PERSON FROM i90// needed professional help coordinating care or coordinating referrals among different health care providers and services that //PERSON FROM i90//uses?

[IF NECESSARY: A professional who assists in coordinating care is a person who makes sure that //PERSON FROM i90// gets all the services that are needed and makes sure that these services fit together in a way that works for //him/her//].

[IF NECESSARY: Coordinating referrals means making sure that //PERSON FROM i90// gets all the services that are needed from different providers]

[IF NECESSARY: Referrals for specialist care should be included.]

01 ALWAYS
02 USUALLY
03 SOMETIMES
04 RARELY
05 NEVER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//IF J108 = 1 THEN ASK://
Since (his/her) birth/During the past 12 months, how often did you get as much help as you wanted with arranging or coordinating care for //PERSON FROM i90//? Would you say always, usually, sometimes, rarely or never?

01 ALWAYS
02 USUALLY
03 SOMETIMES
04 RARELY
05 NEVER
98 DK
99 REFUSED
K4Q24 Specialists are doctors like surgeons, heart doctors, allergy doctors, skin doctors, and others who specialize in one area of health care.  
//IF I90 = “00” THEN RESTORE:// Since (his/her) birth, did //PERSON FROM i90// see a specialist?  
//OTHERWISE RESTORE:// During the past 12 months, did //PERSON FROM i90// see a specialist?  

01 (SKIP TO K4Q26) YES  
02 NO  
98 DK  
99 REFUSED  

K4Q25 //IF I90 = “00” THEN RESTORE:// Since (his/her) birth, did you or a doctor think that //PERSON FROM i90// needed to see a specialist?  
//OTHERWISE RESTORE:// During the past 12 months, did you or a doctor think that //PERSON FROM i90// needed to see a specialist?  

01 YES  
02 (SKIP TO O139) NO  
98 (SKIP TO O139) DK  
99 (SKIP TO O139) REFUSED  

K4Q26 //IF I90 = “00” THEN RESTORE:// Since //his/her// birth, how much of a problem, if any, was it for //PERSON FROM i90// to see a specialist? Was it a big problem, small problem, or no problem?  
//OTHERWISE RESTORE:// During the past 12 months, how much problem, if any, was it for //PERSON FROM i90// to see a specialist? Was it a big problem, small problem, or no problem?  

01 BIG PROBLEM  
02 (SKIP TO O139) SMALL PROBLEM  
03 (SKIP TO O139) NOT A PROBLEM  
98 (SKIP TO O139) DK  
99 (SKIP TO O139) REFUSED  

J104c Can you please tell me why was it a big problem for //PERSON FROM i90// to see a specialist?  

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: MULTIPLE RESPONSES ALLOWED. PROBE: "Are there any other reasons?" PROBE UNTIL RESPONSE SAYS "No" OR "DK".]  

01 NO SPECIALIST NEARBY  
02 INSURANCE PLAN RESTRICTIONS/RULES  
03 TROUBLE GETTING NEEDED REFERRAL TO A HEALTH PROVIDER  
04 NO REASON TO GO (NO PROBLEMS)
05	HAVE NOT THOUGHT OF IT
06	OTHER PRIORITIES
07	COST/CAN'T AFFORD CARE/NO INSURANCE
08	NO REGULAR PROVIDER
09	PROFESSIONAL SAID NOT NEEDED (YET)
10	NO CONVENIENT APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
11	CANNOT GET TO THE OFFICE/CLINIC (TOO FAR AWAY, NO TRANSPORTATION)
12	CHILD/ADULT CARE PROBLEM
13	FEAR

97	OTHER
98	DK
99	REFUSED

J104d //If J104c=97 then ask://
Why was it a problem for //PERSON FROM i90// to see a specialist?

01　/TEXT RANGE=270/ REASON: ______________________________________________

98	DK
99	REFUSED

{SECTIONTIME_SECN_TIMEEND = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION N END TIME.
SECTIONTIME_SECN_TIMETOTAL = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION N TOTAL TIME
SECTIONTIME_SECN_COMPLETION = ADMIN VARIABLE NOTING IF SECTION N COMPLETED}
SECTION O: UNMET HEALTH NEEDS

PROGRAMMER: TURN OFF PRIOR TimERS. PLEASE START TIMER FOR SECTION O.//
{SECTIONTIME_SECO_TIMESTART = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION O START TIME}

PREO. My next questions are about times when //PERSON FROM i90// may have needed healthcare but was unable to get it.

//ASK ALL//

//ASK IF i90a > 2//
O139  //Has there been//During the past 12 months was there//, a time when //PERSON FROM i90// needed dental care but could not get it at that time?
01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//ASK IF O139 = 01//
NO139 What was the main reason //PERSON FROM i90// could not get dental care?

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONSE IS VAGUE, SUCH AS "They said care wasn't needed", PROBE TO FIND OUT WHAT THE MAIN BARRIER IS]

[INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONSE IS TOO GENERAL, THEN ASK: "Can you please tell me why the child did not have dental care?"]

01 TOO EXPENSIVE/COULDN'T AFFORD IT
02 NO INSURANCE/INSURANCE DIDN'T COVER CARE
03Couldn't find Dentist
04 DENTIST WOULDN'T ACCEPT MEDICAL CARD
05 DIFFICULTY OR DELAY IN GETTING AN APPOINTMENT
06 DENTIST/SOMEONE ELSE BESIDES INSURER SAID CARE WASN'T NEEDED
07 TRANSPORTATION
97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

// If NO139 = 97, GO TO O139SPEC. ELSE, GO TO O139b.//

O139spec
01 /TEXT RANGE=270/  ________________________________________________________________

O139b //ASK IF i90a > 4//
//Has there been//During the past 12 months, was there// a time when //PERSON FROM i90// needed vision or eye care but could not get it at that time?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

O140 //ASK ALL//
//Since birth//In the past 12 months, has //PERSON FROM i90// not had a prescription filled because of the cost? This includes refills.

01 YES
02 NO
03 VOLUNTEERED: NO, NEVER HAD A PRESCRIPTION
98 DK
99 REFUSED

O141 //ASK ALL//
//Since birth//During the past 12 months, was there any time when //PERSON FROM i90// did not get any other health care that she/he needed, such as a medical exam, medical supplies, mental health care, or eyeglasses?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

//ASK IF i90a > 2//
O144 Compared with three years ago, is getting the medical care //PERSON FROM i90// needs becoming easier, harder, or has it stayed the same?

[IF NECESSARY: In general, do the guardians of //PERSON FROM i90// find getting medical care for //him/her// is easier, harder, or about the same compared to three years ago?]

01 EASIER
02 HARDER
03 STAYED THE SAME
98 DK
99 REFUSED

{SECTIONTIME_SECO_TIMEEND = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION O END TIME.
SECTIONTIME_SECO_TIMETOTAL = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION O TOTAL TIME}
SECTIONTIME_SECO_COMPLETION = ADMIN VARIABLE NOTING IF SECTION O COMPLETED}
SECTION P: CHILD'S DEMOGRAPHICS

PROGRAMMER: TURN OFF PRIOR TIMERS. PLEASE START TIMER FOR SECTION P.//

{SECTIONTIME_SECP_TIMESTART = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION P START TIME}

PREP149. The next few questions are just for general classification purposes.

P149 ASK IF //PI90 = 1,98, 99//
Is //PERSON FROM i90// of Hispanic or Latino origin?

01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

P150 ASK IF //PI90 = 1,98, 99//
Which one or more of the following would you say is //PERSON FROM i90’s// race? Is //he/she// White, Black or African-American, Asian, Native American, Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander, or some other race I have not mentioned?

[IF NECESSARY: These questions are just to help ensure that this study's results represent everyone in the State of Ohio.]

[CODE ALL THAT APPLY]

01 WHITE
02 BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
03 ASIAN
04 NATIVE AMERICAN, AMERICAN INDIAN, OR ALASKA NATIVE
05 NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER
06 HISPANIC, LATINO
97 OTHER
98 DK
99 REFUSED

// IF P150=97, GO TO PP150O;
IF P150 HAS MORE THAN ONE ANSWER SELECTED, GO TO P150A;
IF P150 = 06 AND P150 IS NOT 01 TO 05, GO TO P150B;
IF P150 HAS ONLY ONE ANSWER SELECTED, GO TO P151. //

// ASK IF P150 =97//
P150o How would you describe //PERSON FROM i90’s// race?

/TEXT RANGE=70/ ______________________________________

//IF P150 HAS MORE THAN ONE ANSWER SELECTED, GO TO P150A;
IF P150 HAS ONLY ONE ANSWER SELECTED, GO TO P151. //
P150a  //IF MORE THAN ONE SELECTION IN P150 THEN ASK://

Which of these groups, that is //ANSWERS TO P150 AND P150o// would you say best represents //PERSON FROM i90//’s race?

LIMIT RESPONSE CHOICES TO THOSE SELECTED IN P150 AND P150o

01 WHITE
02 BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
03 ASIAN
04 NATIVE AMERICAN, AMERICAN INDIAN, OR ALASKA NATIVE
05 NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER
06 HISPANIC, LATINO

97 OTHER

98 DK
99 REFUSED

P150B  //ASK IF (P150 INCLUDES 06) AND (P150A = 06, 97, 98, 99)//

Do you consider //PERSON FROM i90// to be White-Hispanic, Black Hispanic, Asian Hispanic, Native American Hispanic, Pacific Islander Hispanic, or some other race and Hispanic?

[IF NECESSARY: These questions are just to help ensure that this study's results represent everyone in the State of Ohio.]

[INTERVIEWER NOTE: DO NOT EASILY ACCEPT "HISPANIC", DK, OR REFUSED, REPEAT QUESTION IF NECESSARY.]

01 WHITE HISPANIC
02 BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN HISPANIC
03 ASIAN HISPANIC
04 NATIVE AMERICAN, AMERICAN INDIAN, OR ALASKAN NATIVE HISPANIC
05 NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER HISPANIC

97 OTHER RACE HISPANIC

98 DK
99 REFUSES TO DISCRIMINATE

P150bo // ASK IF P150b= 97//

/TEXT RANGE=70/ _________________________________

//IF (G71 = 01) AND (I90B = 01, 02, 08, 10, 11) THEN SKIP TO Q158//
//IF (H76 = 01 AND H76A = 01) AND (I90B = 01, 02, 08, 10, 11) THEN SKIP TO Q158//

P151  //ASK IF {(i90b=03-07, 09, 97, 98, 99) OR [(G71=02,98,99) or (H76 >01 or H76a>01)]} and PI90 = 1,98,99\}

You may have mentioned this already, but are either of //PERSON FROM i90’s// parents employed?
01 YES
02 NO
98 DK
99 REFUSED

{SECTIONTIME_SECP_TIMEEND = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION P END TIME.
 SECTIONTIME_SECP_TIMETOTAL = ADMIN VARIABLE WITH SECTION P TOTAL TIME
 SECTIONTIME_SECP_COMPLETION = ADMIN VARIABLE NOTING IF SECTION P
 COMPLETED}

RESUME ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE

Q158  //ASK ALL//
   //PLEASE REFER TO ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DETAIL OF CLOSING QUESTIONS//